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SOME COUNTER-EXAMPLES IN THE THEORY OF THE GALOIS MODULE STRUCTURE OF WILD EXTENSIONS by Stephen M. J. WILSON (*)
Let JTl be a maximal order (over a Dedekind ring) in a (finite dimensional) semisimple algebra A then (with K^ denoting rankless objects in KO , C a picard group and Z the centre of an order) we have a homomorphism We note that if A is simple and split (so Nrd^ is an isomorphism), P a minimal projective of OTI and a a non-zero ideal of Z(OTl) then
We consider here the following problem. Let © be the ring of integers in a number field. Let G be a group of automorphisms of 0 and OTI a maximal order containing ZG. It was thought possible that one of x = Nrdo(© S)zG Ore) or y = Nrdo(© ®ZG ^/torsion) was zero or, at least, independent of OTZ. (This is certainly true when ©/©° is tamely ramified see [5] Theorem 3). Cougnard [2] has (*) This paper was written while the author, supported by a fellowship from the Science Research Council of Great Britain, was enjoying the hospitality of the University of Bordeaux.
shown that y need not be zero and that x is often zero [2] , [3] . However, we here present an example (with 6° = Z) where neither x nor y is even independent of the choice of 01Z .
The presentation of this example falls into four parts. We use a group G (in fact €33 x D^g) such that the images of ZG in the semisimple components of QG are twisted group rings (with trivial cocycle) with the group action tamely ramified and faithful. Lemma 1 investigates the maximal orders containing such rings and lemmas 1 and 2 calculate the 'difference' between the extensions of a module to two different maximal orders, showing that this depends only on the local structure of the module at the primes where the maximal orders differ. Lemma 3 shows that in certain circumstances the local structure of a module over one twisted group ring may be determined from its local structure over another. (The point here is that the modules which we investigate are expressed as quotients of ZG-modules which are not themselves modules over the image of ZG in question. They are, however, modules over a different twisted group ring with the same group.) Lemma 4 and the work which follows construct the example. Lastly, the Theorem uses the four lemmas to expose the desired properties of the example. 
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Proof, -(i) Considering LF as Hud^L), we have ALr(I) = EndpCD and so, locally, A^I) = Mat|n(R).
(ii) Let Jn be a maximal order containing SF. A minimal projective of Oil may be considered as a sublattice (and hence an ambiguous S-ideal) I of L. Clearly J1Z(I) = JH. Moreover if J C L is another minimal projective of Wi the local JlZ-isomorphisms from I to J extend to local LF-isomorphisms from L to L. Together these may be expressed as an idele a of K and so J = a I where a is the ideal of R corresponding to a. As, clearly, OTl(I) = JR<aI) for any R-ideal a we have (iii).
(iv) Is immediate as, from the proof of (i), we have that I is a minimal projective of OH (I).
(v) JOTKI) is a minimal projective of JTl(I) containing J. . . .
With notation as in Lemma 1 we define det 1 : Ko(SF) -> C(R) by det^tM]) = (a) where M ®sr ^I(I) ^ <3 a, I (where the a, are R-ideals) and a = ria,. (In fact M ® J)I(I) ^ a I C I. . © I in this case. We can also use the injection C(R)-^ C(S,F) to describe a as the equivariant Steinitz class : detg (M ®gr ^t(I). I"
1 ) ^ C(S , F), see [7] ). We define ^(x) = dei\x) det^jc)- / The first expression gives det^x) = II a l and by (1) the second gives NrdQc ® 01c(I)) = no?
1 .
(ii) Is immediate from Lemma 1 (v).
-r-^1 (iii) follows.
Let A be a finite group. The intersection, 9€, of all maximal orders which contain ZA is the minimal hereditary order containing ZA. I am indebted to Anne-Marie Berge for the following cons-
